Abstract-Exact expression for the joint density of the trivariate Rician variables is not available in the open literature. In this paper, we derive new infinite series representations for the joint probability density function (pdf) and the joint cumulative distribution function (cdf) of three correlated Rician random variables. The cdf and chf of bivariate Rician density are also derived as special cases of the trivariate case. The most celebrated Millers approach is used here in deriving the trivariate Rician distribution . Bounds on the error resulting from truncating the infinite series are also presented.
I. INTRODUCTION
Several statistical models have been proposed in the literature to describe the fading envelope of the received radio signals. The Rayleigh, Rician, Nakagami-m and Weibull distributions are used to characterize the envelope of faded signals over small geographical areas or short term fades. The log normal distribution is used when much wider areas are involved. In some propagation scenarios, such as satellite or microcellular mobile radio channels, there are essentially no obstacles on the line-of-sight path. The received signal consists of direct and number of reflected waves. The sum of a constant direct signal and a Rayleigh distributed scattered signal results in a signal with Rician envelope distribution [1] .
Multivariate Rice distribution plays a major role in the analysis of the performance of practical wireless communication systems [2] - [11] . The joint density of two correlated Rician variables is given in the form of an infinite series involving modified Bessel functions of the first kind in [12] . Abu-Dayya and Beaulieu [4] used finite range integral given in [3] in analyzing the performance of switched diversity systems over correlated Rice fading environment. An infinite series representation for bivariate Rice distribution is given in [11] , [13] by expanding the Bessel function term in the integral given in [3] with the subsequent term by term integration of the result. Miller [14] derived the pdf of norm of two correlated n-dimensional non zero mean Gaussian vectors. Furthermore, the joint density of generalized p Rayleigh variables is also derived in [15] when the inverse of the correlation matrix is in the tridiagonal form. The trivariate case is considered there for an arbitrary correlation matrix. Multivariate Rayleigh and Nakagami-m distributions, which have many applications, are analyzed in detail in [16] - [21] . However, no exact analytical joint pdf is available in the open literature for the trivariate Rician distribution. Furthermore, no formulas for chf and cdf are available for bivariate Rician distribution as well.
In this paper, we derive a new trivariate Rician density function following the approach of Miller [14] when the covariance matrix is tridiagonal. Moreover, pdf, cdf and characteristic functions (chf) of bivariate and trivariate Rice distributions are also addressed. However, the trivariate analysis for an arbitrary correlation matrix seems intractable. This paper is organized as follows. Section II derives new infinite series representations for the pdf, cdf and chf for trivariate Rice distribution. Error bounds are presented in Section III . Section IV concludes this paper.
II. DERIVATION A. Probability Density Function
Let {X, Y, Z} be two dimensional Gaussian vectors with means given by E (X) = E (Y) = E (Z) = A, where
denote the transpose of a matrix and the mathematical expectation respectively. Let
Gaussian vectors composed of the ith components of X, Y and Z with positive definite covariance matrix of order 3 × 3, M 3 . Furthermore, we assume that
3 is a tridiagonal matrix. Then the joint density of X, Y and Z can be written as [14] 
where dσ x , dσ y and dσ z are the elements of surface area. By evaluating the first and the last integrals using [14, eq.2.2.9] and using the addition formula for Bessel functions [23] , followed by change of variables in the second integral to generalized polar coordinates and choosing A as the polar axis [14] , we arrive at
where ε k is the Neumann factor (ε 0 = 1, ε k = 2 for k = 0), θ is the angle between A and Y and I n (x) is the modified Bessel function of the first kind and order n. The above integral can be evaluated by using the identity cos kθ cos pθ ≡ 
To the best of the author's knowledge, (3) is a new result. If r 1 , r 2 and r 3 are independent, then w 12 = w 23 = 0 and the two infinite summations in (3) reduce to a product of three Rician distributions as g (r 1 , r 2 , r 3 This exactly coincides with the density function given in [20: eq.2] when n = 2. Next we derive the bivariate density function using the infinite summation formula given in (3).
Here we use an alternative method by taking w 23 = 0, which implies k = 0 and (3) can be written as a product of the bivariate density and a univariate Rician density. Thus we can write the bivariate Rician density as
where
This agrees with the previous result [12, eq.9.56].
B. Cumulative Distribution Function
The trivariate cumulative density function is given by [24] 
Since I n (x) = I −n (x) for any integer n, we can expand I n (x) as
By replacing the Bessel function terms in (3) with the above expansion followed by term by term integration because of the uniform convergence of the series, we come up with the trivariate joint chf as given in (7) at the bottom of the page with 
γ(α, x) = x 0 t α−1 e −t dt being the incomplete Gamma function and Γ (·) is the Gamma function [23] . When a = 0, i 1 , i 3 , i 5 , k and p attend to zero and hence (7) degenerates to the trivariate Rayleigh cdf as
2 .
This coincides with the result [20, eq.6] when n = 3. Bivariate Rician cdf is derived using (7) with w 23 as zero and thereby letting i 2 , k equal to zero as in the case of bivariate pdf derivation. Hence we get the bivariate cdf as
By letting a = 0 in (8) leads i 1 , i 3 and k go to zero simultaneously which yields the bivariate Rayleigh cdf as This is similar to the result given in [20, eq.6] when n = 2.
C. Characteristic Function
The joint characteristic function of r 1 , r 2 and r 3 is by definition the integral [24] (9) where j denotes the √ −1. Replacing the Bessel functions in (3) with the expansion given in (6) followed by interchange of the summation and integration, we encounter the iterated integrals of the form ∞ 0 x α exp −βx 2 − γx dx. This can be solved using [25, eq.3.462 .1 ] and after some algebraic manipulations we get the chf as given in (10) , where D −ν (z) denotes the parabolic cylinder function [26] . Even though the chf seems quite complicated, it can be degenerated to other forms very easily and next we illustrate some of them.
Bivariate Rician chf can be obtained from (10) by following the same steps as for the bivariate pdf derivation in (3) and observing the fact that the joint trivariate chf becomes a product of bivariate chf and univariate chf under this operation. Finally the bivariate chf can be written as
The bivariate Rayleigh chf follows immediately from (11) when a = 0 and the four infinite summations will degenerate into single summation giving the same result as given in [27, eq.4] . In the case of trivariate Rayleigh distribution, the chf can be obtained by substituting a = 0 in (10) which leads i 1 , i 3 , i 5 , k and p to zero simultaneously. As a result we get the chf as 
This is the degenerated form of more general equation given in [21, eq.14].
III. TRUNCATION ERROR
Assume that the trivariate cdf series (7) is limited to K, 2P − 1, I 1 , I 2 , I 3 , I 4 and I 5 terms in the variables k, p, i 1 , i 2 , i 3 , i 4 and i 5 respectively. It should be noted that the second summation is truncated symmetrically. Then the rest of the terms represent the truncation error. Following the fact that γ (a, x) ≤ Γ(a), we can write the truncation error upper bound as given in (13) with all the symbols having their usual meaning. Further simplification of (13) is a difficult task. But the upperbound may be loose for some small values of r i 's since we bounded the incomplete gamma function with the Gamma function. A more tighter bound can be obtained for the truncation error of the bivariate Rician cumulative density using the arguments given in [17] , [19] as can be seen in (14) at the bottom. Here 1 F 1 (λ; µ; x) denotes the confluent hypergeometric function [26] .
Before conclusion we provide some numerical results to obtain a complete picture of the convergence of the cdf series (8) . For simplicity we assume the exponential correlation model [22] which simplifies (8) as can be seen in (15) . Table  I lists the number of the terms needed in (8) to achieve five significant figure accuracy. For brevity we assume r 1 = r 2 in calculating the number of terms. It is obvious that the number of terms to be summed for the desired accuracy increase as the increase of a, r 1 or r 2 . But, the increase of correlation does not increase the number of terms for small values of ρ. However, number of terms increase for high ρ values.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper, a new infinite series representation is derived for the trivariate Rician pdf using Miller's approach when the underlying Gaussian variables have the tridiagonal form of inverse covariance matrix. This assumption is quite reasonable since the most celebrated exponential correlation model gives a tridiagonal form of inverse. Even though Middleton derived the bivariate Rician pdf [12, eq.9 .56], it has not been mentioned in the recent literature. Cdf and chf of trivariate distribution are also derived and it is shown that the previously available results are special cases of the new results. Furthermore, the error resulting from truncating the infinite series for bivariate and trivariate Rician cdf are also derived. Finally, the convergence of the infinite series are verified with some numerical results. However, obtaining the trivariate density for an arbitrary covariance matrix seems intractable.
